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BACKGROUND: 18F-fluciclovine is a synthetic amino acid positron emission tomography (PET) radiotracer that is approved for use
in prostate cancer. In this clinical study, we characterised the kinetic model best describing the uptake of 18F-fluciclovine in breast
cancer and assessed differences in tracer kinetics and static parameters for different breast cancer receptor subtypes and tumour
grades.
METHODS: Thirty-nine patients with pathologically proven breast cancer underwent 20-min dynamic PET/computed tomography
imaging following the administration of 18F-fluciclovine. Uptake into primary breast tumours was evaluated using one- and two-
tissue reversible compartmental kinetic models and static parameters.
RESULTS: A reversible one-tissue compartment model was shown to best describe tracer uptake in breast cancer. No significant
differences were seen in kinetic or static parameters for different tumour receptor subtypes or grades. Kinetic and static parameters
showed a good correlation.
CONCLUSIONS: 18F-fluciclovine has potential in the imaging of primary breast cancer, but kinetic analysis may not have additional
value over static measures of tracer uptake.
CLINICAL TRIAL REGISTRATION: NCT03036943.
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BACKGROUND
Molecular imaging of breast cancer through the use of [18F]-
fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) is
commonly used for tumour staging and assessment of therapy
response. However, it is limited by its poor differentiation of
malignant and benign lesions [1], varied sensitivity and inability to
pick up certain histologic subtypes [2]. There is therefore a need
for alternative molecular imaging tracers that can address
limitations such as these. In addition, new drugs are being
developed to target breast cancer metabolism, including amino
acid and mitochondrial metabolism, and ways to assess their
biological activity and stratify patients are needed [3]. Amino acid
uptake is upregulated in breast cancer [4], therefore synthetic
amino acid analogues may be a useful tool in molecular imaging
of this disease [5]. 18F-Fluciclovine (anti-1-amino-3-fluorocyclobu-
tane-1-carboxylic acid or FACBC) is a synthetic amino acid PET
radiotracer already licensed for use in patients with biochemically
recurrent prostate cancer [6, 7], and its utility for imaging breast
cancer is currently under investigation [5, 8, 9].
Quantitative imaging techniques in PET, looking specifically at

the distribution of tracer uptake over time, can provide

information that reflects the true underlying physiology within
the regions of interest [10–12]. Furthermore, using kinetic
modelling, quantitative estimates of blood flow into the tumour,
18F-fluciclovine transport and intracellular containment can be
extracted, as opposed to the commonly used semi-quantitative
parameter SUV (standardized uptake value).
We conducted a ‘window of opportunity’ clinical study

(FRONTIER) in which we recruited 39 female patients with
treatment-naive primary breast cancer. Participants underwent
an 18F-fluciclovine PET-computed tomography (CT) scan shortly
after diagnosis and prior to definitive treatment. The primary
objective was to characterise 18F-fluciclovine uptake using PET
imaging for different breast cancer receptor subtypes. Exploratory
objectives were to determine the most suitable kinetic model to
describe 18F-fluciclovine uptake in patients with invasive breast
cancer for the primary tumour and assess differences in tracer
kinetics and SUV between tumour receptor subtypes. We also
assessed whether there was a relationship between
18F-fluciclovine tumour uptake and three surrogate markers of
clinical outcome in breast cancer that have previously been shown
to correlate with breast tumour FDG uptake: grade, tumour Ki-67
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expression and the neutrophil–lymphocyte ratio (NLR) [13, 14]. Ki-
67 is a nuclear protein present in all active phases of the cell cycle,
except the G0 phase, and is a well-validated measure of breast
cancer proliferation, prognosis and response to therapy [15]. We
hypothesised that tumours with greater rates of cell proliferation
and hence greater anabolic macromolecular requirements would
take up 18F-fluciclovine to a greater degree. The NLR has been
shown to independently associate with increased mortality in
breast cancer [16] and correlate with FDG uptake [14]. We
hypothesised that tumours with higher NLR would take up
18F-fluciclovine to a greater degree.
In preclinical models, metformin has been shown to indirectly

stimulate glutamine uptake into tumour cells as a consequence of
inhibition of electron transport chain function in tumour
mitochondria [17]. Therefore, a comparison of tumour uptake
and kinetics in those patients who were and were not taking
metformin was also carried out to assess the potential for this
tracer to describe the metabolic response to anti-mitochondrial
cancer therapies.

METHODS
Patient selection
Thirty-nine female patients (age > 40 years) with biopsy-proven invasive
breast cancer that measured 1.5 cm or more were recruited for the study
between March 2017 and October 2018. Exclusion criteria were current
pregnancy or breast feeding, multifocal breast cancer, prior treatment for
breast cancer and participation in another investigational clinical study
within 4 weeks prior to enrolment. Data were also collected describing
patient demographics, medical history, tumour size (through ultrasound,
mammography or MRI imaging), whether taking metformin, and standard
of care breast histology to identify type, grade and receptor status.
Receptor status was categorised into three distinct groups: oestrogen
receptor positive only (ER+), human epidermal growth factor receptor
positive (HER2+) and triple receptor negative (TN). Determination of
receptor status was carried out using immunohistochemistry by the
Cellular Pathology Laboratory at the John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford
University Hospitals NHS Trust to standardised protocols as part of routine
clinical care. Oestrogen receptor Allred score of 2/8 or less was considered
negative. For HER2 a score of 3+ on immunohistochemistry was
considered positive, and if scored borderline (2+), HER2 in situ hybridisa-
tion testing was used as per current UK guidance [18]. The study was
prospectively approved by the Oxford A Research Ethics Committee and

registered with ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT03036943. All patients
involved gave written informed consent.

PET/CT imaging
Patients were imaged supine with their arms by their side using a
Discovery 710 PET/CT scanner (GE Healthcare). They were injected with
370MBq (±10%) of 18F-fluciclovine 30 s into the 20min dynamic list-mode
PET acquisition, which was centred over the breasts. Prior to each PET
acquisition, a CT scan was performed for localisation and PET attenuation
correction. PET data were reconstructed using a time-of-flight ordered
subset expectation maximisation algorithm (VPFX, GE Healthcare) with a
standard 6.4 mm Gaussian filter applied post reconstruction. The data were
binned into two parallel time sequences, S1 (1 × 30 s, 12 × 5 s, 6 × 10 s, 5 ×
30 s, 10 × 60 s, 1 × 300 s) and S2 (1 × 30 s, 60 × 1 s, 12 × 10 s, 3 × 30 s, 10 ×
60 s, 1 × 300 s), and the acquisition was also binned into four 5-min frames.
The first 5-min frame will include rapid changes in tracer uptake following
injection.
Primary tumours were outlined on the PET/CT images by an experienced

radiologist. Cylindrical blood volumes of a diameter of 10mm were
generated within the central part of the descending aorta on at least five
consecutive axial PET slices. PET sequences S1 and S2 were then used to
produce time–activity curves (TACs) within the volume of interests,
representing tracer uptake in the tumours/lymph nodes and blood,
respectively. Kinetic analysis was performed on TACs obtained from
primary tumours; lymph nodes were excluded due to their size.

Static analysis
18F-Fluciclovine uptake in tumours was measured for each 5-min time
interval. SUVmax and SUVpeak were calculated using Hermes Hybrid Viewer
(Hermes Medical Solutions AB) for each interval, in order to determine
which time period demonstrated the highest level of uptake. The time
interval in which peak uptake was seen was used for the semi-quantitative
measurements of SUVmax and SUVpeak in primary tumours. The location of
the SUVpeak volume was independently found for each time interval [19].
Example images of 18F-fluciclovine uptake in the time interval 5–10min
post injection are shown in Fig. 1. The liver and pancreas demonstrate high
physiological 18F-fluciclovine uptake.

Kinetic analysis
To analyse the dynamic PET data, compartmental modelling was used. This
allows the tracer uptake to be mathematically represented via a series of
linear compartments; Supplementary Fig. 1 shows diagrams representing
one- and two-tissue reversible compartmental models. As 18F-fluciclovine
uptake is considered to be a reversible process and is not metabolised

Axial Coronal

PET

Fused
PET/CT

Fig. 1 Summed 5- to 10-min dynamic 18F-fluciclovine PET and fused PET/CT images of a patient with oestrogen receptor-positive IDC.
The primary tumour is indicated by the arrows in the axial plane of the fused PET/CT images.
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within cells [6], these were the models that were chosen to fit the time
courses of tracer uptake. All kinetic analysis was carried out using PMOD
software (version 3.9, PMOD Technologies LLC). Image-derived input
functions were obtained using the decay-corrected blood TACs; linear
interpolation was then used to fit curves to the data points.
Mathematical models of one- and two-tissue reversible compartmental

models (named 1C2K and 2C4K, respectively) were fitted to 38 breast
tumour TACs (one TAC was excluded due to patient movement). This was
done by minimising the weighted sum of squares between the model fit
and the measured TACs to achieve optimised fitting parameters [20]. This
was carried out using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm

SS ¼
XN

i¼1

wi CPET tið Þ � Cmodel tið Þð Þ2

where CPET tið Þ and Cmodel tið Þ are the imaged and modelled activity
concentrations at time ti (the midpoint of the ith time frame) and wi is the
relative weighting factor calculated as

wi ¼ Δtie�λti

CPET tið Þ
where Δti is the length of the ith frame and λ is the decay constant for 18F;
the methodology is as previously published [13]. The volume of
distribution (for the 1C2K model or first compartment for the 2C4K model)
was calculated as K1/k2.

To ensure global best fits, model fitting was initiated from 200 random
starting sets of values. These starting values were suitably constrained (vB
0.1–100%, K1 < 4mL/min/mL, k2,3,4 < 4min−1) to ensure appropriate model
fitting parameters. The fits were also visually checked within PMOD.

Assessment of model fit
To determine whether the tracer uptake was adequately described by a
particular model, the Wald–Wolfwitz runs test was used. Information
criterion testing (Akaike and Bayesian) were also carried out for each
model fit, to quantitatively assess how well the model describes the
measured data. Further details on these statistical testing methods are
described by McGowan et al. [21].
The precision of kinetic parameters from these fits was determined via

Monte Carlo simulations: 1C2K and 2C4K model fits to the 38 patient TACs
(and corresponding rate constants) were taken as ground truths (one TAC
was excluded due to patient movement). A set of 1000 simulated noisy
TACs were then generated (as described by McGowan et al. [21] from these
ground truth TACs and fitted using both 1C2K and 2C4K models). For each
ground truth TAC, average kinetic parameter values were
calculated from fits to the 1000 simulated TACs and used alongside the
ground truth parameter values to establish individual bias and uncertainty
estimates on those values. These individual estimates were then combined
to give the overall mean bias (MB) and variance of bias values (σB). The
mean variance (σP) was calculated for each parameter as the average of
the parameter variances obtained from the fits to the simulated TACs. σB
and σP values were then combined in quadrature to give an overall
uncertainty value σT.

σT ¼ ðσB2 þ σP2Þ1=2

Clinical correlations
Tumour specimens were either sampled at the surgery or by ultrasound-
guided core biopsy (diagnostic sample, if no suitable material at surgery
was available). Following prompt fixation and processing of paraffin blocks,
tumours were graded 1, 2 or 3 using the semi-quantitative Nottingham
grading system [22] by the Cellular Pathology Laboratory at the John
Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust to standardised
protocols as part of routine clinical care. Staining for Ki-67 (mouse anti-Ki-
67 monoclonal antibody, Dako) was performed on a Leica Bond-max
autostainer in the Translational Histopathology Laboratory, Department of
Pharmacology, University of Oxford. For Ki-67, the percentage of tumour
cells with nuclear staining in at least three separate areas of a section were
assessed with a minimum of 100 cells counted in each area and the mean
was taken separately by two board-accredited pathologists.
The NLR was derived by simply dividing the absolute neutrophil count

by the absolute lymphocyte count from a full blood count taken prior to

Table 2. Summary of runs-test results and summed AIC and BIC
scores for all TACs to which compartmental models were fitted
(n= 38).

Model 1C2K 2C4K

Runs-test passes

Runs
23 30

Summed information criteria for all TACs

AIC 480 245

BIC 662 480

Numbers of TACS for which each model has the best scores

AIC 21 17

BIC 22 16
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Fig. 2 Graphical representation of the time course of tumour
tracer uptake in an example patient in the study. One- and two-
tissue compartment models have been fitted to the tracer uptake in
the tumour.
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tumour sample collection (Haematology Laboratory at the John Radcliffe
Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust).

Statistical analysis
Correlations between static SUV parameters and kinetic parameters were
assessed and unpaired two-tailed t tests were used to compare mean
18F-fluciclovine uptake across primary tumours for both SUV and kinetic
parameters (K1, k2 and the volume of distribution, Vd). Paired two-tailed t
tests were used to compare the means of tumour SUVpeak and SUVmax

across the four 5-min time intervals. Analysis of variance testing was used

to compare means of SUV and kinetic parameters against several clinical
parameters, including tumour receptor subtypes, tumour grades and
patients taking metformin. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to
investigate correlations between PET parameters with Ki-67 and NLR. P
values were considered to be statistically significant if <0.05.

RESULTS
Quality of compartment fits to 18F-fluciclovine uptake
A detailed breakdown of patient and tumour characteristics are
shown in Table 1. Of the eight HER2+ patients, five were ER+ and
three ER−. The results from the runs test for the 1C2K and 2C4K
compartment models are shown in Table 2. These are shown
alongside summed Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) values for the different models as well
as the number of TACs for which each model scored lowest. Fits of
the 2C4K model passed the runs test for 31 out of the 38 TACs and
had lower total AIC and BIC scores than the 1C2K model. The 1C2K
model had an overall higher number of TACs that demonstrated
lower AIC and BIC values. Figure 2 shows 1C2K and 2C4K model
fits in an example patient TAC and Supplementary Fig. 2 shows
the corresponding Logan plot for this patient TAC, which supports
the suitability of using a reversible compartment model.
Table 3 shows the result of the statistical simulations whereby

fits of the 1C2K and 2C4K to measured TACs were used to
represent ground truths. The parameter values demonstrate that
when 1C2K model fits were used to represent ground truth, 1C2K
fits to simulated data had lower MBs and uncertainties than 2C4K
fits. For ground truths represented by 2C4K model fits, 1C2K fits to
simulated data generally had lower biases and variances than
2C4K fits. Due to the higher accuracy of kinetic parameters in the
1C2K model, this is considered the most appropriate to use to
describe 18F-fluciclovine uptake for whole tumour TACs.

Correlation of kinetic and static parameters
18F-Fluciclovine uptake was shown to peak in malignant lesions
during the 5–10min interval post injection; SUVmax and SUVpeak
were significantly higher (p < 0.05) during this time frame than any
other. The uptake in malignant breast cancer lesions across
varying time intervals is graphically depicted in Fig. 3a. When
these data were broken down by tumour receptor subtype, the
same trend was observed, as shown in Fig. 3b. As a result, any
further static analysis was carried out using the uptake in the 5–10
min interval.
Figure 4 shows the correlation of SUVmax against kinetic

parameters K1 and K1/k2 in all malignant tumours. Moderate to
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Fig. 3 SUVs of 18F-fluciclovine in breast tumours at varying time points. a SUVmax and SUVpeak uptake of 18F-fluciclovine, b SUVmax uptake
broken down by receptor subtype. Error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean value.

Table 3. Bias and uncertainty results from MC simulations for 1C2K
and 2C4K ground truths.

Model fitted Fitted model parameters

Ground-truth 1C2K model

1C2K vB K1 k2 K1/k2

MB –8% –3% –3% 0.3%

σ(B) 65% 7% 8% 3%

σ(P) 38% 7% 18% 18%

σ(T) 75% 9% 20% 18%

2C4K vB K1 k2 k3 k4 K1/k2

MB –12% – – – – –

σ(B) 66% – – – – –

σ(P) 35% 9% 57% 56% 91% 52%

σ(T) 75% – – – – –

Ground-truth 2C4K model

1C2K vB K1 k2 K1/k2

MB 64% – – –

σ(B) 104% – – –

σ(P) 40% 5% 11% 15%

σ(T) 111% – – –

2C4K vB K1 k2 k3 k4 K1/k2

MB 21% –5% –14% –36% –34% –1%

σ(B) 76% 13% 142% 170% 80% 36%

σ(P) 58% 13% 86% 112% 131% 79%

σ(T) 96% 18% 166% 203% 153% 87%

Values of MB, σB, σP and σT are shown for fitted parameters. σP is shown
alone when no directly related parameter exists. Values are shown as % of
the mean fitted parameter value.
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strong positive correlations were observed for both, with
Pearson’s correlation R values of 0.65 and 0.76, respectively
[23]. The resulting correlation demonstrates good equivalence
between static and kinetic parameters for this tracer. In

order to study and better understand the underlying
differences between them, it was useful to analyse relationships
between both static and kinetic values with respect to clinical
variables.
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Correlation of kinetic and static parameters with relation to
clinical variables
SUV and kinetics by receptor subtype. Tumour receptor status was
categorised into three groups: oestrogen receptor positive only
(ER+ and HER2−), human epidermal growth factor receptor
positive (HER2+) and TN. There were no significant differences in
uptake or kinetics between any of the receptor subtypes (Fig. 5).

SUV and kinetics by tumour grade, Ki-67 and NLR. Histologic
examination of biopsy samples was performed in order to assess
the Nottingham grade of each tumour (grade 1, 2 or 3). No
significant differences in SUV or kinetics with grade were
observed. SUVmax values of grade 1, 2 and 3 tumours ranged
from 4.2 to 17.6, 3.3 to 12.9 and 4.7 to 12.0, respectively. A trend
toward the elevated volume of distribution and SUVmax was
observed in grade 1 tumours (see Supplementary Fig. 3).
No correlations were seen between the static and kinetic

18F-fluciclovine parameters and mean Ki-67 or NLR.

SUV and kinetic parameters for patients on and off metformin.
Four study patients (10%) were taking metformin for the

treatment of type 2 diabetes. In patients taking metformin,
SUVpeak was greater (SUVpeak, 8.5 ± 1.0 versus 5.7 ± 2.6; p= 0.04)
and a similar trend was observed for SUVmax (p= 0.07) and the
kinetic variables K1 (p= 0.05) and volume of distribution (p=
0.06). Plots of static and kinetic parameters for patients on and off
metformin are shown in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION
In our analysis, kinetic modelling of the dynamic PET images
demonstrated that 18F-fluciclovine uptake in breast cancer is best
described by a reversible one-tissue compartment model. This
concurred with the kinetic analysis of 18F-fluciclovine uptake in
prostate cancer reported by Sorensen et al. in 2013 [6]. The
reversible nature of 18F-fluciclovine in breast cancer may affect
quantitation and lesion detection at later time points after tracer
injection. This must be taken into consideration when setting up
imaging protocols, where a short uptake time would seem
optimal, and also aligns with the approach currently adopted in
18F-fluciclovine imaging of recurrent prostate cancer [24, 25]. The
peak uptake of this tracer in breast cancer was observed to be at
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5–10min post administration, which is similar to previous studies
in both breast [8, 9] and prostate cancer [6]. This suggests that a
similar clinical imaging approach to that of recurrent prostate
cancer imaging would be appropriate.
Our study showed that there was no association between the

surrogate markers of prognosis, Ki-67, grade and NLR. Also, there
was no clear evidence that 18F-fluciclovine uptake is dependent
on tumour receptor status. A slight trend toward an increase in
uptake was seen in triple-negative breast cancers compared to
other hormone receptor types (not significant), as reported in a
smaller study by Tade et al. [8]. A possible explanation is that the
transcription factor, Myc, is disproportionally expressed in triple-
negative breast cancer and its expression has been associated
with tumour cell dependence on glutamine metabolism [26]. In
addition, a confounding factor could have been the cellular
density. Previous work using mammography has shown differ-
ences in cellular density between breast tumour subtypes [27],
and tumours with a higher cellular density would have greater PET
tracer uptake [28].
Good correlations were seen between the measured static and

kinetic parameters within this study and similar trends were
observed between tumour characteristics and 18F-fluciclovine
uptake for both static and kinetic parameters. This would indicate
that detailed kinetic analysis for routine clinical purposes does not
provide any additional information on the uptake of
18F-fluciclovine in breast cancer. However, the kinetic analysis
may still have a role in the assessment of subtle differences in
18F-fluciclovine uptake, for example, in the use of paired imaging
in pharmacodynamic drug trials, a context where kinetic analysis
can add value [29].
The uptake of amino acids, in particular glutamine, is an

important contributor to the carbon pool necessary for anabolic
metabolism and hence cell proliferation. Hence, it was unexpected
that no correlation between tumour grade or Ki-67 and uptake of
18F-fluciclovine was observed in this study, in contrast to FDG
uptake in breast cancer that has shown a positive correlation with
grade [30, 31].
We previously showed in a pharmacodynamic ‘window of

opportunity’ study that a short course of metformin led to an
increase in FDG flux on kinetic analysis of PET-CT when comparing
imaging pre- and post treatment [29]. Metformin inhibits complex
1 of the mitochondrial electron transport chain, disrupting the
tricarboxylic acid cycle and hence the ability of tumour cells to
funnel carbon from glucose toward the synthesis of macromole-
cules necessary for cell proliferation. In response to mitochondrial
dysfunction, tumour cells may switch to amino acids as carbon
sources for these anabolic processes [32]. Hence, the observation
that tumours had a greater degree of 18F-fluciclovine uptake in
patients taking metformin was consistent with these preclinical
observations. However, this analysis was very much limited by the
small number of patients taking metformin and to confirm this
finding an appropriately controlled and better powered study in
metformin patients would be necessary.
Future work could include investigating the impact of motion

correction or improved PET reconstruction algorithms on the
breast tumour PET parameters. By utilising these new technolo-
gies, it may also enable the assessment of 18F-fluciclovine uptake
within the lymph nodes.
To our knowledge, this is the largest clinical study to date that

assesses the uptake of 18F-fluciclovine in primary breast cancer
and the first to assess kinetic parameters in this context. This study
showed promising results in the use of 18F-fluciclovine in the
imaging of primary breast cancer across all receptor subtypes and
tumour grades. The observation that metformin used by patients
was associated with increased uptake of 18F-fluciclovine suggests
the potential for this tracer to describe the metabolic response to
anti-mitochondrial cancer therapies, a number of which are in
development.
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